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ROSA, CANELONES, URUGUAY, TO MOTHER SHIMANI 

Glory to God in the heights and peace for all human beings on Earth! 

Today, My Celestial Grace approaches My children of the Earth, I come in union with the Sacred
Heart of Christ Jesus to make you a proposal of love.

I have already made to you, many times, the same offer of love, but you, my beloved little souls, not
always should you resist this impulse and suffer the same limitations of your consciousnesses, and
in this way, instead of bringing me your doubts, your fears and your mistakes, you insist on solving
them by yourselves.

My beloved and little children:

Just like this candle lit up that you hold between your hands, I aspire, day by day, that your soul and
Mine unite in the fire of the infinite love that I have for each one of you.

Observe this flame, that oscillates with a harmonious movement and emits light and warmth. These
are your souls, lights of My Heart, impregnated by the Merciful Love of the Redeemer, that shed
light and gave warmth in a harmonious, beautiful and permanent way.

Do not let your flame go out because of incomprehension, pain, and the fear of converting definitely
into a greater flame. Do not let the fire go out, and permit that the source of the Fire of the Heart of
God enters fully into your lives, through the Divine Messengers; those who only aspire to have on
Earth many flames like those of your internal beings, flames that in this time will be converted into
bonfires of light and of Merciful and Divine Love.

Come to Me, My beloveds, leave on My lap and at My feet all the suffering because I, your little
Mother from Heaven, need you shining like a celestial torch.

Each soul, lit up by the love that comes from their torch, will burn like this flame that today you
have in your hands, light of your light, warmth of your warmth, human love that continues on the
path towards the Redeemer.

To there you must bring your brothers and sisters, those who wait with an extended hand, an
example to follow, a truth in which to have faith, to thus find strength and bring forward the so
necessary transformation.

Forward, blessed children, that My Fire of Love and that of the Saviour burns in your hearts. Do not
ever be discouraged, and permit that the Holy Spirit inhabits in your dwellings.

I bless you and I guard you in the purity of My Heart.

Mary, Mother of Faith, and your Mother.


